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ANALYSIS

Feeding the underdog 
on fertile ground: 
Security Force Assistance 
in Ukraine
Since the start of the 2022 Russia-Ukraine war, the Ukrainian armed forces have -quite unexpectedly- proven to be 
adept at withstanding the Russian onslaught on their territory. At the time of writing, the Russian armed forces have 
withdrawn from the Ukrainian capital and are making painfully little progress in the east, leaving behind a multitude 
of destroyed armored vehicles and the bodies of slain soldiers. Observing the Russian inability to quickly subdue a 
numerically inferior opponent, many experts and think tanks have attempted to explain the lack of Russian progress 
by referring to the Russian failure to achieve air supremacy and to the low morale and dearth of (low-level) leadership 
within the invading army, as well as to the Ukrainian Forces’ ability to perform hit-and-run tactics, in combination with 
Ukrainian national solidarity and resistance. 

A very important factor, which partially explains the 
Ukrainian battlefield successes, is its armed forces’ 
ability to quickly absorb -mostly Western- military as-
sets, training and doctrine, which has transformed the 
Ukrainian army’s lacklustre performance during the 2014 
Russian takeover of Crimea into its current performance. 
This observation is particularly striking, since contempo-
rary large-scale Western attempts to rebuild or support a 
foreign army have proven mostly unsuccessful, with the 
Afghan National Army or Iraqi armed forces a case in 
point. This leads to the following question: what explains 
the success of Western military assistance to the Ukrain-
ian armed forces?

FIGHTING POWER: THREE ELEMENTS
Western military assistance programs, often referred to 
as Security Force Assistance, are defined in NATO doc-
trine as “all NATO activities that develop and improve, 
or directly support, the development of local forces and 
their associated institutions in crisis zones.”1 This defini-
tion implies the development of fighting power within the 
recipient’s institutions.2 Fighting power is accumulated by 
three interrelated components: a physical component, a 

moral component and a conceptual component. As these 
components are interrelated, any deficiency will show up 
during operations. Examples include the Iraqi army rout 
by ISIS forces in 2014, and the Afghan military collapse 
during the Taliban advance in 2021. These ill-fated ef-
forts came after billions of dollars had been spent on 
equipment, training and mentoring these armed forces, 
giving SFA a rather ambiguous reputation in the progress. 
Clearly, the transfer of assets and knowledge alone is 
insufficient to establish a combat-effective army. Military 
doctrine indeed identifies the moral component as es-
sential to effectively exert fighting power. This includes 
morale, leadership motivation and ethical foundations. In 
fact, in both cases mentioned above, it seems the moral 
component was lacking, with the Iraqi forces not wanting 
to fight in an army divided over sectarian lines, and the 
Afghan forces hardly recognizing the national government 
at all. In Ukraine, instead, the moral component is strong-
ly present, thereby contributing to effective SFA. Before 
providing the foundations of the strong moral compo-
nent, it is first important to understand the interaction 
between the donor and recipient of SFA. 
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SFA IN UKRAINE 
The physical component of Ukraine’s fighting power was 
reinforced by the diversity of military aid packages that 
have been offered to Ukraine since Russia crossed its 
borders. The United States has invested $3.8 billion in 
SFA to Ukraine since the invasion,3 and Germany, Swe-
den and Finland especially have broken with long-stand-
ing traditions not to supply lethal aid to warring states. 
The Netherlands, as always erring on the side of caution, 
initially offered only ‘defensive weaponry’ to Ukraine, but 
quickly adjusted its stance. A few days into the war, the 
Netherlands was also supplying Ukraine with anti-tank 
and anti-aircraft weaponry. The invaded state was quick 
to put its acquired weaponry to good use, as the poorly 
led Russian armored forces were offering easy targets for 
the Ukrainian forces equipped with anti-tank weaponry: 
the main battle tanks and infantry fighting vehicles were 
too densely packed on the narrow roads, no attempts 
were made to keep the vehicles out of sight and dis-
mounted infantry to protect the columns of invading ve-
hicles was absent. Russian helicopters and fighter jets 
were also targeted by modern anti-air systems, partially 
provided by supporting states. 

Remarkably, donating states have accepted the risk of 
modern weapons being captured by the Russians -and 
thus allowing the Russians to analyze and possibly re-
verse-engineer the captured assets-, as subordinate to 
the Ukrainians’ interest. Examples of donated modern 
equipment include the Starstreak anti-aircraft missile, 
the Javelin, Panzerfaust 3 and NLAW anti-tank missiles, 
and the Switchblade loitering ammunition. Indeed, Rus-
sian media outlets have already shown some of these 
assets to have been captured by the Russians.4

 
In addition to the materiel donations, many states have 
also supported Ukraine through the transfer of knowl-
edge to the Ukrainian army since the loss of Crimea to 
Russia. Although this is less emphasized in the media, 
it has been highly influential in the current performance 
of the Ukrainian armed forces. Indeed, this -US-led- SFA 
effort focused on improving the recipient’s capabilities in 
many aspects of modern warfare. Importantly, the “U.S. 
advising efforts took well-prepared and trained individu-
als and individual units” to assist the Ukrainian army, 
and helped them overcome weaknesses in staff plan-
ning, staff operations, and command-and-control at the 

Presently, the Russian armed forces have withdrawn from the Ukrainian capital and are making painfully little progress in the east, leaving behind a multitude of destroyed 
armored vehicles and the bodies of slain soldiers. Pictured are Ukrainian civilians posing on a destroyed Russian tank near Kyiv (photo: Flickr / manhhai / CC BY-2.0)
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battalion and brigade levels. This included an emphasis 
on decentralized decision making, instead of the Soviet 
top-down model, which “has really paid off in the Ukraini-
an military’s current performance.”5 This decentralization 
allows small-unit leaders to make decisions without the 
approval or guidance from a higher echelon, as the jun-
ior leadership have been given an intent, rather than a 
specific task, from commanding officers. This bandwidth 
allows for the exploitation of the terrain, follow-up actions 
and other initiatives without having to contact the higher 
echelon to receive permission, which is often time con-
suming and thus prone to losing momentum. 

Regular Ukrainian troops have been trained by NATO forc-
es in the Yavoriv Combat Training Centre since 2015, 
where a train-the-trainer program was set up in a coop-
eration between NATO-aligned states and the Ukrainian 
army. The trained cadre was then tasked with training 
Ukrainian army units and formations under the advisors’ 
supervision. These trained units were subsequently de-
ployed to the low-intensity conflict in Donbas, which val-
idated the training given at the Yavoric Combat Training 
Centre. The experience gained in the Donbas war was 
subsequently disseminated within the Ukrainian armed 
forces. This collaboration with NATO has “molded a group 
of professional-minded officers that aspired to Western 
standards and helped build a decentralized, empowered, 
more agile way of warfare than the Russian model”.6

Moreover, Western advisors have been training up the 
Ukrainian special forces to high standards. The Ukrainian 
Special Forces Command (UKR SOCOM) was stood up in 
2015, and benefits from the transfer of knowledge and 
equipment from the special forces from the US, Poland, 
Canada, Denmark, Romania, the UK and all three Baltic 
states.7 Since 2015, the UKR SOCOM specialized in di-
rect action and special reconnaissance missions, which 
with the assistance of the aforementioned partners has 
resulted in passing NATO Response Force assessments.8 
Although detailed and independently confirmed data are 
scarce, the UKR SOCOM seems to be effective in har-
assing Russian forces and taking out key personnel and 
materiel. One former US special forces officer, observing 
the changes over several years, even commented that 
the Ukrainian commando’s “looked, smelled and tasted 
like Western SOF”.9

UKRAINE’S FERTILE GROUND FOR SFA
The question that remains is, why are these Western 
contributions (in the form of materiel but also knowl-
edge) then successfully received in the case of Ukraine? 
SFA contributed mostly to a system in the conceptual 
and physical domain, with the moral component large-
ly already in place, providing a foundation to build on. 

At the core of success in Ukraine are the following in-
terrelated aspects: First, while denied by Putin, there is 
a sense of nationhood amongst the population and an 
agreement—amongst most— on the legitimacy of the 
government. Especially since the invasion, the popula-
tion of Ukraine stands behind Zelensky due to a wartime 
rally-around-the-flag effect. Furthermore, Russia’s aggres-
sion strengthened Ukraine’s identity: Ukrainian politician 
Ivanna Klympush-Tsintsadze stated that “we have been 
proving we are something that Putin says doesn’t exist – 
a political nation.”10 Ukrainian nationalism finds its roots 
in the 19th century and was further shaped by the Ukrain-
ian state-- declared independent in 1991-- through edu-
cation, memory (especially that of the Holodomor famine 
in the 1930s), legislation and other tools. “Measured 
by language use, religious affiliation, ethnic self-identifi-
cation, and political outlook, a much higher percentage 
of Ukrainian citizens today see themselves first and 
foremost as Ukrainian, including in parts of the country 
where Russian remains the predominant language.”11 

Second, there is the existence of an existential threat 
against the state (Russia), which in this case encour-
aged the sense of nationalism and reinforced a sense 
of urgency in relation to reforms within the Ministry of 
Defense. As mentioned, Russia’s campaign in Ukraine 
has united rather than divided Ukraine. The threat by 
Russia that sparked Ukrainian nationalism is illustrated 
by widespread military volunteerism and the creation of 
a Territorial Defense Force. Moreover, the threat by Rus-
sia and associated fear of invasion pushed the reform 
of the defense forces. According to Col. Liam Collins 
(Modern War Institute), who was the executive officer 
to the US senior defense advisor to Ukraine, “Ukrainian 
leaders feared a large-scale Russian invasion, and they 
knew they had little time to make difficult reforms in five 
categories: command and control, planning operations, 
medical and logistics, and professional development of 
the force.”12 

Given this urgency due to a potential invasion on the ho-
rizon, there was actual political will to reform the Ukrain-
ian armed forces after the 2014 Russia-Ukrainian war, 
which included a very significant increase in budget as 
well as articulating the tight bonds between politicians 
and the military. In a joint press conference with NATO 
Secretary General Stoltenberg in 2017, then president 
of Ukraine Petro Poroshenko emphasized that Ukraine 
is committed to reform and has made plans to bring 
the Ukraine defense forces up to NATO standards by 
2020. A “State Program for the Development of the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine until 2020” was created that 
outlined the transformations the armed forces would 
undergo.13 As mentioned, this political commitment was 
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further visible in Ukraine’s military expenditure that has 
been rising since 2017.14 Without the political will of the 
government, these steps would not have been possible. 

Finally, in addition to the above-mentioned aspects es-
tablishing a strong political environment with strong in-
stitutions, in Ukraine one finds capable advisors and 
equipment able to modernize the Ukrainian armed forc-
es, the former acting as a catalyst to quickly become 
familiar with the latter. Ultimately, these aspects show 
that in Ukraine strong institutions were in place and 
there was a strong moral component that, in combina-
tion with SFA reinforcing the physical and conceptual 
components, could result in successful Ukrainian re-
sistance against Russia. This is in contrast to Iraq and 

Afghanistan, where SFA was implemented in a weak po-
litical environment and thus proved to be unsuccessful. 

NUANCES
The question remains what lies ahead in delivering fu-
ture SFA. Certainly, the success of the Ukrainian armed 
forces could be in part be attributed to the SFA efforts 
by NATO-aligned states from 2014 onwards. Still, this 
must be nuanced and carefully considered. Besides 
high-tech weaponry, much of the assets donated are ar-
chaic such as the Gepard anti-aircraft systems, the first 
of which were delivered to the German Army in the ear-
ly 1970s. Other legacy systems include the Soviet-era 
tracked vehicles still held in reserve by former USSR-
aligned states. 

Regular Ukrainian troops have been trained by NATO forces in the Yavoriv Combat Training Centre since 2015, where a train-the-trainer program was set up in a cooperation 
between NATO-aligned states and the Ukrainian army. Pictured are Ukranian and Polish soldiers during a combat tactics exercise in Yavoriv in 2018 ( photo: Flickr / 7th Army 
Training Command / CC BY 2.0)
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Modern systems are generally withheld, as many donor 
states are quite reluctant to dig into their operational 
units or strategic reserve to reinforce Ukraine, especial-
ly after decades of budget cuts. Secondly, donor states 
must consider the knock-on effects of SFA as equip-
ment and training are delivered to nefarious actors. For 
instance, the ultra-nationalist Azov regiment started out 
as a local militia but was incorporated into the Ukrainian 
armed forces after 2014. Due to its extreme right-wing 
convictions, SFA provision to the Azov regiment has prov-
en to be contentious, with states unwilling to contribute 
to an extremist organization’s fighting power. Lastly, al-
though the provision of lethal aid to Ukraine has been 
swift, it does leave the recipient with a motley collection 
of military assets. Although this is probably not too im-
pactful regarding single-use rocket systems such as the 
NLAW and Stinger, the logistical footprint of supporting 
a plethora of armored vehicles is increasingly difficult to 
sustain. Non-Soviet-designed armored vehicles, such as 
the Bushmaster MRAP vehicle that was recently gifted 
to Ukraine by Australia, risk being discarded after suffer-
ing minor damage as spare parts and/or technological 
know-how are unavailable.

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the prolonged and sustained efforts to 
enhance the Ukrainian security forces since 2014 by 
transferring knowledge through training has allowed the 
Ukrainian army to quickly incorporate the assets donat-
ed to them by -mostly Western- State actors. Important-
ly, the SFA delivered has landed on fertile ground due to 
the Ukrainian institutions being largely in place, greatly 
enhancing both the absorptive capacity and the moral 
component of fighting power. The ability to quickly vali-
date the received military assistance in a low-intensity 
conflict also contributes to a high level of trust and the 
quick dissemination of lessons learned -both through 
training as well as actual combat experience.
 
Three aspects must be taken into account when con-
sidering SFA as a foreign policy tool: first, the Ukraine 
SFA case shows the miscellaneous nature of Western 
armies, which greatly enlarges the logistical footprint 
for donated non-single-use assets such as (armored) 
vehicles and aircraft, two assets specifically demand-
ed by Ukrainian president Zelensky to sustain the fight 
against Russia. Second, Ukraine is not a weak state. It 
has its institutions in place, an educated military and a 
strong sense of nationalism, enhanced by the external 
threat from Russia. To deliver SFA in these conditions 
should be considered the exception, and as such  can-
not validate SFA as a successful foreign policy tool in 
the future. Last, the limited availability of both legacy 
equipment as well as high-tech assets within Western 

armies, in combination with an inadequate industrial 
ability to quickly backfill any donated equipment ham-
pers any effort to sustain a prolonged SFA effort to a 
state involved in a high-intensity inter-State war.
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